
 

 

NCWRC ARCHERY RANGE RULES 

SIGN IN: Archers must sign in with RSO upon arrival. 

SAFETY VEST: Archers must sign out a blaze orange safety vest at the Range Office and wear the 
safety vest while shooting the course. The safety vest must be returned to the RSO upon 
completion of the course.  

USE: This course is designed for compound bows and recurve bows only.  

CROSSBOWS: Crossbows are prohibited on the 3D archery course. 

BROADHEADS: Broadheads are prohibited on the 3D archery range. 

SHOOTING POSITIONS: Shooting is only allowed from designated positions. Any alteration of 
the course is prohibited.  

NOCKING ARROWS: Archers are not allowed to retrieve arrows if other archers are shooting to 
their left or right. Archers are not allowed to nock their arrow if anyone is retrieving arrows to 
their left or right. Nocked arrows should be pointed downrange, in the direction of the target at 
all times. COMMUNICATION AROUND THE COURSE IS OF UPMOST IMPORTANCE to ensure safe 
operation of the shooting course. 

SKY DRAWING: Sky drawing is prohibited on the 3D archery range. 

TARGETS: Shooting is to be directed at target faces only. Shooting of unauthorized targets is 
prohibited. Only targets provided by NCWRC are allowed. 

SHOOTING WITH A GROUP: When shooting with a group, all group members must finish 
shooting the station before any member steps forward to retrieve arrows. 

SHOOTING PACE: Each archer is allowed to shoot a maximum of three arrows per target before 
progressing to the next station.  

FIREARMS ON ARCHERY RANGE: Firearms are prohibited on the 3D archery range. 

UNSAFE CONDITIONS: Archers should report unsafe conditions to the RSO. 

PROHIBITED SUBSTANCES: Archers are not allowed to be on the range property when under the 
influence of alcohol or any drug. 
 
ARCHERY RANGE SAFETY: All range users are responsible for range safety and safe shooting 
practices. 

*Range Limits (designated path, area behind targets, safety zone/line) 

 

 


